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Atlantis odyssey game

In today's article I will give you all the Atlantis Odyssey tips and tricks that you need to advance in the game, and to help you discover are the secrets that Atlantis offers. This fascinating game not only starts strongly, with an airplane crash putting you in the universe of the game, but also some super exciting adventures and interactions. From saving a girl
trapped inside a mythical spirit to repairing planes and more, you are sure to have a great time in this adventure-oriented game. So without further ado, dive into the Atlantis Odyssey guide! Focus on your task In the lower left corner of the screen, you'll have a To-Do List. It's the equivalent of a main storyline or mission in every other game. I suggest you
follow these missions once you start playing, because they will help you unlock some more characters and give you an idea of how the game works. Basically, if you focus on tasks early, you can complete them faster because you won't waste Energy on other activities. Then, when you're unlocking multiple tasks, you should consider prioritizing the tasks with
the greatest rewards. I would say that it's easier that way because the rewards will compensate for a large portion of the resources you've spent. Always choose the easiest route If you want to save energy, you can easily do so by trying to find the easiest route to your destination. Sometimes to get from point A to point B, you need to check multiple routes
and decide which one is best. You can do that by counting how much total energy will take, and whether or not there is another way you can do to reach that area. Accept in-person gifts Sometimes you will receive a gift box, in the bottom right corner of the screen. Whenever you see one, make sure you accept it because it will contain dynamite or other
useful items that will make the game easier to complete. You should always keep an eye on any possible free software you can get your hands on, because they will make quite a difference. Touch Amphoras, Barrels and Boxes When you clear the map, you'll notice quite a few items like amphoras, boxes, barrels and shells. They are all lootable items, so if
you touch them, you will get a random reward. They are also a decent source of EXP and Energy, so they will also help you in that department. One thing you should keep in mind, though, is that the shells will revive over time. Every day or every day a new shell or two will appear back onshore, so make sure you check back often. Get double online rewards
Games offer some rewards online, simply stay online in the game (you don't even have to do anything, just keep the game These rewards can be confirmed every 5 minutes, and if you see an ad, you'll get double the reward. I suggest you watch an ad to double at least the ultimate reward because one will give you some better seeds to plant in the garden
for free. Charge. This is a quick way to get some free energy! Complete orders A very quick way to gain EXP, Coins and other rewards will be to complete as many orders as possible. The requirements from Franco are quite simple from the start and you will achieve a lot of EXP (100+) per task. The ones from Amanda are also pretty easy, but you can't
complete much until you reach level 8 at least and unlock the second slot. I suggest that you always try to keep an eye on the tasks and items they require, because that way you will know exactly what items to make, how much and so on. My suggestion here: I believe you should always check out the tasks that have the best rewards, and start by completing
them. For example, you see 2 missions at Franco: - a task that requires 1 Crushed Stone and 6 Grass (quite simple to get) but it only gives 86 EXP and 85 Coins, and - a task that requires 3 Crushed Stones and 2 Sawdust, but offers 238 EXP, 142 Coins and other rewards. The task you should prioritize is one with better rewards. All you need to do is start
preparing for it, and in the meantime, if you can work on other tasks, it's ideal. As for the missions from Amanda, I personally didn't bother too much with them (yet) because I had no problems with energy. Think before choosing tomorrow's gifts The items you can choose at Robert are pretty important too, because they can help you out quite a bit. Basically
you choose one item per day, to receive the next day. The items you can choose from are: - 500 Coins- 15 Energy- 10 Wood- Surprise Gifts (something random, from Stones to Gems) If you're doing OK Energy Wise, and have enough coins to buy all the farmland you need, I suggest you go for the unexpected gift. Otherwise, you will get energy or coins
(you get them guaranteed, it is not a lottery as with unexpected gifts). Plan ahead and collect more resources A lot of requests/tasks will require a lot of documents, so you should always try to collect more when possible. Doing so will help you complete the request much faster, and you will significantly reduce the time you need to manually craft something if
you already have the documentation for it. So I suggest you always stock up on some additional items, and farm additional resources when you're not busy completing tasks. My tip: If you're coming to the end of the game, and your Energy bar is still full (or you have more energy left), then I suggest you spend all of it on collecting or cultivating as many items
as you can. Take the time to clear some bushes around your camp, or explore a forested area. You can try to do this even if you don't need the items right away because eventually, you'll need them. But if you want to progress faster in Play, remember not to close the game when you are on full energy because it will be a waste of time. If you consume
energy, you can use the time you spend offline to recharge it. Keep your farm busy Is a very important part of the game, because it will give you resources, and help you complete the mission. You start with 6 farm lots, but at level 7 you will unlock the Store where you can buy more Farm plots for 300 Coins. Buy 2 is available immediately, and expand your
small crop area. The best thing you should do is always keep the farm busy - all the time! In addition, you do not need to plant expensive things, such as potatoes or pineapples. Plant a few of these to get more in your pocket, and otherwise stick to flax or corn (it's best to corn). Just make sure you always have something going on in the garden. Organizing
and decorating the camp A very important part of having a successful camp is to decorate it and organize it according to your wishes. You can move buildings in level 7, by tapping and holding them. The buildings you can move are camps, facilities, gardens, and of course, walls. I suggest you organize them in such a way that you can access them quite
easily and you do not need to move 5 screens away from one to the other. In essence, I believe you should keep them pretty close together. Hide the buildings If you have a hard time clearing out of the camp, and you want to see only the bushes, rocks and grass, you can choose to hide the buildings. Tap the Tree button below the level bar at the top of the
screen and you can hide all the buildings and large trees, and see only the bottom. Save resources to unlock the third production slot When you unlock the production buildings (Quarry, Closing Workshop, Sawmill), you will only have two slots available. I suggest you save resources to unlock the third, especially for buildings that take a very long time to
produce (Foundry). It was a pretty big investment at first, but it will help you A LOT. Login every day I suggest you log in to the game every day, even for only a few minutes. You have daily rewards that you can get every day, and you should take advantage of them because they're pretty good. On the 20th, you will get something special, so make sure you
claim them daily. Also, if you log in once a day and just clear the camp a little to spend your energy, it's still progressing very well. These will be all my Atlantis Odyssey tips and tricks that I have for you right now! Do you know some more useful game tips and strategies? Please share them with us and other players in the comments section below! This app is
only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Congrats, you've just reached the most unscioned location on the map! Your 'fantasy versus reality' adventure in Atlantis is about to begin! - Follow the Atlantis trails and explore the Atlantean civilization with ambitious explorers Robert and Nicole!- In any important adventure, camp, food and stuff Best! Set
up your farm, build factories and start crafting resources! - This area is packed with mysterious ruins! Hidden! Atlanteans' magic workshop with the help of powerful crystals!- Want to explore Atlantis and local culture even better? Complete adventure goals and work on agricultural orders! Nicole and Robert are just starting pitching a tent! Go help them with
the rest of the adventure! Terms of use: Jan 15, 2021 Version 1.11.1 The story continues with two new islands! SANDS OF OBLIVIONNicole, Robert, Mi'ara, and Tar'per are reunited, but... What awaits them in Sands of Oblivion? ORACLE'S ABODEThe oracle fores the future! Learn how to defeat Rak'kata, the evil ruler of sandy lands! Ok a day or two after
my review of updates for this game came out and it's awesome I spent a lot of time and some money playing this game. I would like to say thank you to the developers who worked so hard to get the update. Thanks.Ok when will there be new updates? I wish you would have let us play the Christmas update for a longer time if it would take some time for the
new update. Wait patiently and excited for the next update. Please hurry I get bored . Hello!:) The update is out now. Update the game to the latest version! I started this game from a video game &amp; received the reward so after a few times I thought give it a whirl within 1 hour of playing I thought to delete as I just didn't connect to it at first but something
nag me to play on I spent some cash on hoping to get a lil further in The early game was a bit boring but once I freed the goalkeeper it drew me in more than I spent more cash to get the gems I needed to read the story now I'm at the giants just to be told to wait... so I waited a few hours was back waiting for hours then read in conversation how some were
waiting weeks ... Something!!! I'm now really dedicated to this spent much of $$$ to get stuck... how sadly disappointing this is... I hope my wait is no more than a week at best because I will take interest &amp; move on.... you have a great game here so please don't despair what seems like  ♀ ️ thank you so much for your feedback. The Giants will
activate in the new update. It will be released in a few days. We will release new adventures more often then :) This game is very nice it might be excellent if it would be thought better trough for beginners feeding plants did not have a large enough animal fir it needs to be at least two plants fields not enough to grow enough I can live with low energy sheds for
now but it needs Be solved soon worst of all as the game ends in the middle of a ridiculous mission if you know you don't have enough people to push a game out and can't Ket o ️ up with players then make a break not in the middle of a puzzle let's end that one snd then go through the new island you guys have here A great game but you need to find a way to
keep players happy that Halloween partly gives my taste away to pull out with Enough excitement to get to work and fix the weaknesses I love the plot and the game in general Thank you for helping us improve the game! We will definitely review your offer. The game is relatively new so we are looking for good ideas at :) The developer, VIZOR APPS CORP.,
indicates that the app's security practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: Data that uses the following Purchase Identifies Data that may be collected and associated with your identity:
Purchasing data that identifies user content that diagnoses data other data security practices may vary , for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn more about the Developer Site App Privacy Policy
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